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 Essay of Two Short Stories 

 
 Many stories are different. Then again, many stories have a similar 
general theme. While these two stories, The Interlopers, and The Story of An 
Hour, are not very similar from the outside, they include similar irony and 
struggles. These stories have contrasting features, but also have similarities. 
You are not your circumstances, you have the choice of actions. 

 Stories, they have problems in them, especially to make them appear 
more realistic. In the Story of An Hour, Louise's first problem is quite 
obvious, her husband is "dead." That is a major key in the story. Another 
problem that Louise has, is with herself. After initially being heartbroken by 
the news of her husband's death, and the shock wears off, she begins to feel 
happy. She fought it at first, but realized now she is "free!" She was 
beginning to recognize this thing that was approaching to possess her, and 
she was striving to beat it back with her will--as powerless as her two 
white slender hands would have been. When she abandoned herself a little 
whispered word escaped her slightly parted lips. She said it over and over 
under her breath: "free, free, free!" That excites her to know her husband 
can no longer rule over her.  In, "The Interlopers," Georg and Ulrich's 
problems, are with each other. Due to a long time feud between families, 
both men inherit their parents' anger and set out to kill each other.  As it 
says "The feud might, perhaps, have died down or been compromised if the 
personal ill will of the two men had not stood in the way; as boys they had 
thirsted for one another’s blood, as men each prayed that misfortune 
might fall on the other, and this windscourged winter night Ulrich had 



banded together his foresters to watch the dark forest, not in quest of 
four-footed quarry, but to keep a lookout for the prowling thieves whom 
he suspected of being afoot from across the land boundary." While that 
problem was mental and emotional, their other problem is physical. After 
trying to kill each other in a storm, a tree falls on top of Georg and Ulrich, 
trapping them. So, Louise fights her own feelings, whereas Georg fights 
Ulrich, and Ulrich is fighting Georg. In the middle of the "Interlopers," Georg 
and Ulrich are fighting their own feelings for wanting to stop fighting, 
likewise Louise wants to not feel happy after her husband's death. In the 
end, all the characters are happy, Louise with being free, and Ulrich and 
Georg with being friends; but in both stories, something happens to stop 
their happiness. 

 In "The Story of An Hour," we expect Louise to be terribly heartbroken, 
which she seems to be, until she's over the immediate pain of hearing of her 
husband's death. She then believes she is "free" from her husband lording 
over her. So then the author gets us to believe that she will now live happily 
independent, but she unexpectedly dies, from seeing her husband alive and 
well. In "The Interlopers," both men finally make peace after their family 
feud, so we expect a somewhat peaceful ending, probably with their friends 
rescuing them. The author, leads us to that conclusion, but right at the end, 
takes a huge turn to the unexpected. The story turns to "war," not peace, 
with the wolves interloping the story. The stories are extremely similar in 
this aspect, situational irony is used; the unexpected happens! 

 Even if you don't see it, love is a theme in both stories. With Louise, she 
started out the story with loving her husband, she married him. Louise 
admits in her bedroom, that many a time she did not love her husband. She 
evens remembers times that she spent more time not loving him, than she 
did spend loving him. In contrast, with Ulrich and Georg, they started by 
hating each other; even before the story begins, their descendants hated 



each other; and then towards the middle, they put aside their hate and had 
brotherly love towards each other. Ulrich said,"We have quarreled like 
devils all our lives over this stupid strip of forest, where the trees can’t 
even stand upright in a breath of wind. Lying here tonight, thinking, I’ve 
come to think we’ve been rather fools; there are better things in life than 
getting the better of a boundary dispute. Neighbor, if you will help me to 
bury the old quarrel, I—I will ask you to be my friend.” Both stories, all 
three people, had love at some point. "The Interlopers," it ended better 
than "The Story of An Hour." It is always better to go from bitter to loving, 
than from loving to bitter. 

 Louise, Ulrich, and Georg, they all had difficult situations, but it was their 
choice on how they would react. Louise chose the wrong way, and the two 
men chose the right one. You can choose what to do in each circumstance. 
Will you be like Louise, and not deal with your problems, or be like Ulrich & 
Georg, and work out your differences? 
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